The vapor-liquid equilibrium and heat of mixing data for binary mixtures of alcohols-nonpolar substances are analyzed by using a continuous linear association model. Newsets of values for association constant and enthalpy of hydrogen bond formation for aliphatic alcohols are presented which represent vapor-liquid equilibria better than the sets by Renon and Prausnitz. The physical interaction parameter, which has been treated so far as an adjustable parameter, is correlated satisfactorily with solubility parameter and branching parameter. The estimation of vapor-liquid equilibria for alcohol-hydrocarbon systems is possible by use of the correlation.
Introduction
In a solution which contains one or some kinds of polar components, association between molecules often plays an important role in nonideality of thermodynamic properties of the solutions.
We have a research program for study of associated solutions which have chemical interactions between like and/or unlike molecules. In a previous paper28) we discussed the excess thermodynamic properties of some associated solutions by using continuous linear association models (I) and (II), and also discussed the applicability of the model (II) to the vapor-liquid equilibrium relations of binary mixtures of alcohols and interacting solvents. In this paper aliphatic alcohol and nonpolar systems are investigated to gain a general idea of the applicability of a continuous linear association model for alcohols and to obtain the necessary parameters for self-association of each alcohol. Wehave collected and reduced a large body of reliable isothermal thermodynamic data for binary mixtures ofalcohols and nonpolar substances.
The associated solution theory of Flory-Huggins type combined with a linear association model was first presented by Kretschmer and Wiebe, 20) and recently rederived by Renon Fig. 1 , is assumed in this paper for the interpretation of thermodynamic properties of alcoholic solutions. Nonpolar substance (B), such as saturated hydrocarbon, is assumed to be inert and to exist only as monomer.
The basic assumptions of the associated solution theory have been presented in a previous paper28), in which the activity coefficients of A and B components are derived as follows.
In rB=]n(C3 vBjxB) + \ -vB{j:CAi+CB) i +{b VBIRT)<D\ (2) where b is a physical interaction parameter. The distribution of associated complexes is determined by the association constants of complexformation. Theassociation constants defined by molar density are assumed to be independent of the number of associated molecules as KW)-
Monomer concentration is given by Heat of mixing for this system is given by A^-JA*)*^-!^--*--
where Ah\ is the association energy of complex formation and b' is a physical interaction parameter for heat of mixing, which is given by Eq. (7) .
b'=b-T db IT (7) The dimensionless association constant KAis defined as KA=K^jvA (8) The enthalpy of association Ah*Ais interrelated with temperature dependence of K^as Jh*=-R wm (9) The extension of this theory to multicomponent systems containing one alcohol and inert solvents is where J^f means summation for a^A, and CAl,^CA. are given by the same Eqs.(4) and (5), respectively.
Determination of Association Constants and Enthalpy of Association for Alcohols
The binary systems investigated in this work are listed in Table 1 with literature cited. From the above equations the activity coefficients are calculated with two parameters KAand b, while the heat of mixing is with three parameters KA, dh*, and b'.
The values for two parameters (KA, b) are determined from each set of isothermal vapor-liquid equilibrium data by using the least-square fitting techniques given by Marquardt23). In these calculations vapor-phase nonidealities were taken into account using the empirical method of O'Gonnell and Prausnitz29) for second virial coefficients. Six types of objective functions were examined and are summarized in Table 2 . The average differences of the values for KAdetermined from these objective functions for each set of data are given in Table 3 , which shows that the values for KAare almost the samein each class {j and P in Table 2 ), but are different by about 25-55% in average deviation between classes (gE, y, and P in Table 2 ). As shown in the parentheses in Table 3, isothermal total pressure data (P-x-T) were most available so that the correlation for KAwas based upon the values obtained from the type number 5 in class P. Table 1 List of data used in this work for vapor-liquid equilibrium (V-L) and heat of mixing (H-M) 
The symbol ijj denotes the averaging method 1 it\i(from type i obj. fn.)
iCi(from typej obj. fn.) rising temperature. However, the form of temperature dependence for Ah\ was not adopted from the viewpoint of simplicity of correlation for vapor-liquid equilibria.
For methanol, n-propanol, wo-propanol, and nbutanol the values of KAat 25°G were determined from vapor-liquid equilibrium data by fixing the values of Ah\ as -4.5 kcal/mole, because there are fewer reliable isothermal data for these alcohols than for ethanol. Newsets ofKAand z/A* obtained for alcohols are summarized in Table 4 .
Correlation of Physical Interaction
Parameter b with Solubility Parameters By using the association constants given in Table 4 , the values of b and b' have been calculated by the least-square method. As temperature rises, the values ofb decrease slightly, while those ofb' increase strongly.
The parameter b has been correlated with solubility parameter and estimated easily as follows, because the temperature dependence is relatively small. The parameter b is expressed as b= (d' A-dB)*+28' AdB lAB (13) where dA is an apparent solubility parameter of alcohol and lAB is a binary constant which represents the deviation from geometric meanassumption for cross cohesive energy density. The determination of the value of dA for each alcohol is somewhat arbitrary, and two methodswere tried 
Comparison of the Correlation with Experimental Data
The comparison of the correlation with experimental data is made in two ways. One is to fix the association parameters and to treat the physical interaction parameters as adjustable ones. They show that this model with proposed association parameters gives a good representation of the properties of alcohol-inert solvent systems. Fig. 7 shows the activity coefficients against compositionfor n-propanol -n-heptane system corresponding to Fig. 5 . The relative contributions of chemical and physical interaction terms are also shown in Fig. 7 .
The contribution of a physical interaction term for excess free energy is less than 20% for many systems except for methanol-hydrocarbon systems, showing in Table 6 . Two of the three systems in Table 6 are not included in the correlation of lAB with r as in Fig. 3 . The average deviations in vapor-phase mole fraction, relative volatility, and temperature are 1-2%, 7-10%, and 0.3-0.5°G, respectively.
Although the calculations are performed by use of the best-fitting values for parameter b, the average deviations are not so improved as shown in Table 6 . These results show that the correlations obtained for association and physical interaction parameters are sufficient for practical use.
Discussion
The values of association parameters obtained in this work are different from those by Renon 
